ADVERTISING OF VACANCY

August 5th 2020

2015 Hochland stepped into the production of vegan products and the market leading brand „Simply V“ of the subsidiary E.V.A. convinces consumers by taste and indulgence.

The Hochland „Vision 2025“ sets a double digit growth target in the non-animal based segment.

We are now looking for someone who drives and coordinates all development activities regarding microbiologically produced milk-like raw material.

If you are a true fan of innovative food technologies, fond of networking and ready to contribute paving the way to the future, then join the international headquarter Hochland SE located in Heimenkirch as:

**Project coordinator for milk-alternative food raw material (m/f/d)**

**Your challenge:**

- As Project coordinator for milk-alternative food raw material, your strong scientific background allows you to assess the development paths that Hochland started to investigate on and to drive relevant ones further as product development projects under your lead.
- With systematic desk research and by keeping up to speed with new findings in microbiology (in the fields of yeast, bacteria, seaweed,…) you ensure that Hochland knowledge is up-to-date.
- With a true passion for networking, you pro-actively seek and involve colleagues and external partners (Universities, laboratories, start-ups…) to make best use of their work and findings.
- You ensure transparency regarding all lab-milk activities and make scientific information utilizable for business decision processes.
Your recipe for success:

- Studies in microbiology, biotechnology/biochemistry, food technology or chemistry lay the basis of your good knowledge of industrial, applied microbiology and general microbiology.
- You have sharpened your scientific profile with theoretical and practical basics in protein biochemical methods, with a very good knowledge of fermentation technologies and purification processes as well as with genetic engineering.
- Your practical work allowed you an insight into raw material extraction from microbiological processes and their further processing.
- Your fluent English and your intercultural competence helped you to successfully expose yourself to an international working environment.
- Speaking German, you enjoy living in southern Germany from where your regular business trips take you world-wide.

If this position has raised your interest, please go to the career page on our homepage: www.hochland-group.com and apply online.